New
The little strong professional tripod
Fleika KF 160

available from November 2, 2015

In addition to the known and proven Fleika drill stand - the original
Fleika-drill for concrete drilling professionals in sizes of
KF 250 - KF 400 - 600 KF - KF 700 and KF 1000
there is now the new small professional drill stand –

Fleika KF 160

Due to its light weight and
small size of the drill stand
Fleika KF 160
is the drill bit to the user a
great relief. Its stability and
structure, which was built
with the 30-year drilling
and development work of
the company FLEIKA, now
our customers will
significantly by fast and
time-saving drilling to
Good.

With his coma pact
awareness, absolute
robustness and high
reliability of Fleika KF 160
is a particularly suitable
device for professional
craftsmen from the trades
Heating - Plumbing Electrical - Ventilation Locksmithing and much
more.

The Fleika KF 160 is distinguished by primarily from:
1. The aluminum housing: compact and very robust.
2. Its proven integrated quick-change system is designed to
accommodate the clamping neck adapter and drilling motor plate.
These are inserted from the top by means of a dovetail guide.
3. The motor can be switched on in every corner and be removed to
unscrew without the tripod - a special development of Fleika.

4. Each of the 8 roles is doubly
supported by the Fleika patent
and thus the entire housing
supported a total 16 times.

5. With the newly developed easily accessible feed locking system is a
slight stop and solve the feed housing possible.
6. The crank is to change smoothly with the quick-change system on
the drive shaft from left to right.
7. The guide column is made of stainless steel. Its rounded corners
allow easy handling and effortless cleaning.
8. Both joint clamps made of stainless steel make it possible to adjust
the drilling angle forward 30 °, backwards 60 °.

9. In the support is at the attachment to the column a handle body
incorporates a specially developed by FLEIKA clamp allows for
infinitely variable adjustment of the drilling angle when inclined
holes.
10.
With the foot console of a high quality and reliable light
aluminum alloy, the basic stability of the stand is secured.
11.
All four screws of the foot console are self-cleaning and
equipped with proven handy aluminum cross handles.
The drill stand Fleika KF 160 is ideal for holes up to 160mm diameter in
the plumbing, heating, locksmithing and electrical sector.

The technical data:

bore diameter
10-160 mm
slide feed travel
520 mm
dolumn length
700 mm
dimensions length
250 mm
dimension width
180 mm
dimensions overall height
800 mm
weight with collar
11.5 kg
motor power max.
2.3 KW
slide travel / crank revolution
65 mm
gear ratio
1: 14
inclination forwards and backwards f 30 °-b 60 °

